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The intracluster ion/molecule reactions within 1,1-difluoroethene homocluster have been studied by electron-im
pact quadrupole mass spectrometry. When CH2CF? seeded in helium is expanded and ionized by electron im
pact, two different types of ion/molecule association (polymerization) reaction products, i.e., (CH2CF2)n+ (n> 1) 
and (CF2CH2)(/X+ (X=fragment species, q<n), are formed. The higher association products, (CH2CF2)„+ (0=3, 
4), have shown stronger intensities over the lower association product, (CH2CF2)2+, in the low electron impact 
energy region (<39 eV). These stronger intensities are interpreted in terms of the stabilization of these ions due 
to the ring formations over the dimer ion in this energy region. The evidence of ring formation mechanism is 
on the basis of the intensity distribution of fragments at various electron impact energy. In another typical bran- 
ched-chain growth reaction of these compounds, the F-shift reaction path is found to be more favorable en
ergetically than the H-shift via the fragment patterns of clusters and semi-empirical calculation.

Introduction

The ion chemistry of olefins has been investigated ex
tensively both in the gas and the condensed phases and 
found to be strongly dependent on the state of solvation.1~3 
In the gas phase, the reaction takes place in bimolecular 
between a single ion and a molecule, while in the con
densed phase the olefin monomer induces the poly
merization by interacting with the highly energized olefinic 
ions. Free cationic polymerization is a known process of 
reaction propagation in these systems.4-5 Consequently, the 
study of these systems serves us for the understanding of a 
wide range of problems, including the mechanism of po
lymerization, nucleation on polymer molecules in the vapor 
phase, soot formation in hydrocarbon flames, and pho
toemission from polymeric ions generated from highly ex
othermic processes.

Since the clusters can serve in some degree as a mi
croscopic model of solutions, a reagent molecule sur
rounded by solvent molecules, they can therefore make a 
link between the gas and condensed phases”。When the 
neutral cluster is ionized, three phenomena are observed 
such as the evaporation, fragmentation and reaction within 
the cluster. The intra이uster ion/molecule reaction, a new 
class of chemical process, has no counterpart in gas phase 
bimolecular reactions.11~15 Since product ions reflect the 
sequential reactions within ionized molecular chi아ers, their 
analysis gives chance to acquire the information on the po
lymerization mechanism and polymer molecular sizes in
volved in the processes.

In this work we report the intra이uster ion/molecule reac
tions occurring within the solvated environments in 1,1-di- 
fluoroethene (1,1-DFE) homocluster. The 1,1-DFE molecule 
is a known monomer unit of an elastomer with thermal sta
bility and chemical inertness.16 The elastomer properties 
have been attributed to the presence of pendent CF3 groups 
in the polymer. The 1,1-DFE is selected as a prototype 

molecule since it formes a neutral cluster easily owing to its 
high dipole moment.4 The study of the intra이lister ion/ 
molecule reaction provides new information on the mechan
ism involved in the first stages of cationic polymerization 
of 1,1-DFE.

Experimental

The experimental setup used in this work has been des
cribed in detail elsewhere.17 A neutral cluster beam is gen
erated using a 0.5 mm diameter pulsed nozzle in the source 
chamber, which is separated from the main chamber by a 
Cu electroformed conical skimmer with an orifice diameter 
of 1.2 mm. The skimmer is located 3 cm apart from the 
nozzle. The pressures in a source and main chamber are 
maintained lower than 1X10*  and 5x 10'6 torr, respec
tively.

The reaction products were analyzed using a quadrupole 
mass spectrometer, placed 36 cm down stream from the noz- 
기e. The mass spectrometer (VG Quadrupoles Ltd., MSL- 
300D5TST2) consists of an electron impact ionizer 
(modified to variable electron energy, 10-100 eV), a triple 
mass filter and a channel electron multiplier (CEM). A 
homemade gate integration circuit has been used to obtain 
the clean pulsed signals from CEM detector by subtracting 
"background" noises. The time delay for gate integration is 
set 400 (s after the molecular beam valve firing at the gate 
width of 1 ms. The output signal from the gate integrator is 
sent to the digital multimeter (Iwatsu Model SC-7403) 
coupled with a PC (NEC PC-9801VM). The mass spectra 
typically are accumulated for 20 pulses per mass.

1,1-difluoroethene (PCR Research, stated purity 99%) and 
helium (Jung-ang Argon Co., stated purity 99.99%) are 
used without further purification.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a typical mass spectrum of 2% 1,1-DFE 
seeded in 6.5 atm He expansion at 70 eV electron impact
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Figure 1. The mass spe아]"um of 2% 1,1-DFE seeded in 6.5 atm 
He expansion at 70 eV electron impact energy, M=C2H2F2.

Table 1. The product ion series (M=C2F2H2 monomer unit)
Ion Series Mass (amu) Product Ions Loss radical series

1 77, 141, 205 cf2h
2 78, 142, 206 m12Jch2+ cf2
3 89, 153 Ml 고 CH hf2
4 90, 154 M,.2c2H2+ f2
5 83, 147, 211 M心F c2h2f
6 95, 159, 223 m12.,cf+ ch2f
7 108, 172 mI2c2hf+ HF
8 109, 173 m12c2h2f+ F
9 114, 178 m,.2cf,+ CH,

10 115, 179 MlQW CH
11 127, 191, 255 M 心앗时

12 69 CF,+ C3H4F
13 82, 146, 210 m(ij.2c2hf3+ 앗址
14 39, 103, 167 MqiA" 니 3 chf4
15 59 c3h4f+ cf3
16 129, 193, 257 M2.3.4H+ c2hf2
17 113 c,hf4+ ch3
18 57 C4H9+

energy. A series of clusters of the form [(C2H2F2)flX]+ (h>1, 
X=a fragment from the ion/molecule reaction) are observed 
in 1,1-DFE homochi아er system. All the ion peaks are as
signed and listed in Table 1. Most of these products are 
formed by a chain- or stepwise-polymerization-like reac
tions which have not been observed in the gas phase free 
ion/molecule reactions. Protonated cluster ions and [(C2F2H2X 
C2HF2]+ produced by losing H atoms from parent molecular 
ions are also observed.

The peak intensities of mass spectrum in cluster ion ser
ies decrease in general with increasing the cluster size. In 
the 1,1-DFE system, however, the relative intensities of ion 
series of the dimer are different from those of the trimer 
and tetramer. The major fragment peaks of dimer are pro
duced by losing CHxFy radical (x+y<3) from the parent ion, 
while the major fragment peaks of trimer and tetramer are 
formed by losing HxFy (x+y<2) radicals from the parent 
molecular ions. As a consequence, the base peak of the dim
er ([(C2H2F2)CF]+, m/z드95) is produced by losing CH2F rad
ical from the parent ion, while that of the trimer ([(C2H2F2)2 
C2H2F]+, m/z=173) is formed by losing F atom.

In the ethene cluster system, a study18,19 has shown that

Table 2. The structures of dimer calculated by PM3 method
No. Structures △Hf (kcal/mol)

I [CF2-CH2-CF2-CH2]+ 68.98
II [CFrCH2-CH2-CF2]+ 53.91
III [CH2-CF2-CF2-CH2]+ 80.38
IV [CF2-CH2-CF-CH2F]+ 60.19
V [CF2H-CH-CF2-CH2]+ 89.37
VI [CF2H-CH-CH2-CF2]+ 58.81

the relative intensities of fragment ion series such as [(C2H4)n 
C3H5+]/[(C2H4)rtC4H7+] remains constant with the increase of 
n. A cationic polymerization study1,4 has revealed that both 
the 1,1-DFE and ethene clusters have shown the magic 
number of 〃드4, expecting the similar structures and ion/ 
molecule reaction mechanism between both clusters. The 
reaction scheme, suggested for ethene clusters4 consists of 
three possible reaction paths, i.e., the chain propagation, the 
hydride shifts, and the ring formation. Hydride shift reac
tions are suggested on the basis of no observed primary car
bocations as reaction intermediates in solution.

Structural determination of dimer ion and F*  
shift reactions. The structural study of the dimer has 
been made by observing the fragment patterns to show the 
typical ion/molecule reactions within the 1,1-DFE 이uster 
ions. The formation of [(C2F2H2)CF]+ (m/z=95), the base 
peak of the dimer, is examined to obtain the structural in
formation of the dimer from neutral fragments lost in form
ing the high mass peaks. The [(C2H2F2)CF]+ is formed by 
the loss of CH2F from the (C2H2F2)2+ parent ions. Among 
the possible structures of dimers, the structure IV in Table 2 
can only afford the loss of CH2F radical through the a- 
cleavage. Accordingly, the formation of structure IV from 
(CF2CH2)2+ needs to be studied to explain the formation of 
[(C2F2H2)CF]+. Three possible structures, Le., the structures 
I, II and III in Table 2 are the possible candidates for the 
(CF2CH2)2+- Structure III is excluded since its heat of for
mation is much higher than the others as shown in Table 2. 
In addition, no possible path to structure IV is found from 
structure IL On the contrary, the structure I gives structure 
IV through F-shifts and structure V is formed through H- 
shifts from structure I. This is an experimental evidence that 
the F-shift plays an important role in 1,1-DFE 이u아er, in
dicating simultaneously that structure I is most likely an in
termediate. These reasonings are also supported by the heat 
of formation calculation via PM3 method.

Hydride shifts in ethylene dimer ions are calculated using 
the PM3 semi empirical method20 in the MOPAC93 pack
age21 and found that the primary ions rearrange rapidly via 
the shifts into the energetically more stable secondary ca
tions as,

[CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2]+ ―- [CHrCH2-CH-CH3]+ 
사坍249.5 kcal mor1 230.65 kcal mor1

Secondary cation is found to be more stable than that of 
a primary cation by ca 18.8 kcal mol"* and is consistent 
with the observation. In the calculation of the 1,1-DFE clust
er system, the structure IV, F-shifted, is the energetically 
more stable than the structure I but the structure V, H-shift- 
ed, is not, from the PM3 calculation21 in Table 2. In ad-
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Figure 2. Relative intensity of the (C2H2F2)„+ (n=3, 4) to the 
(C2H2F2)2+ depending on the electron impact energy.

dition, the mass peaks produced from the structures IV and 
V through the a-cleavages are C2H2F2CF+ (m/z=95) and 
C2H2F2CH+ (m/z=77), respectively, and the former is the 
more intensive than the later. Based on the consistencies of 
calculated and experimental results discussed above, we pro
pose that the F-shift reaction is the preferable process than 
the H-shift in CH;CF2-cluster ions.

Another evidence of the preference of the structure I over 
the structure II is discussed in terms of the intrinsic diff
erence between the free and intracluster ion/molecule reac
tions. In the free ion/molecule reaction,22 the base peak for 
the dimer is [C2F2H2(CH)]+ m/z=77 which is formed by an 
addition reaction of CH2F+ (m/z=33) to 1,1-DFE molecule 
by,

CH2F+ (m/z=33)+C2F2H2 一 C3H3F2+ (m/z=77)+HF

On the other hand, [(C2F2H2)CF]+ peak (m/z=95) has only 
been detected at high conversion condition, where the dimer 
parent ions are easily formed due to high concentration of 
the monomers. These fragmentation patterns are not found 
in the case of 1,1-DFE intra이listen ion/m시ecule reaction. 
These intrinsic differences between the free and 1,1-DFE in
tracluster ion/molecule reactions may be due to the sol
vation effect in the clu아ers. Neutral chi아ers, comprising 
van der Waals bonded constituents via the dipole-dipole in
teraction, may undergo the evaporative dissociation or the 
ionization by electron impact and then the intracluster pro
cess follows. Since molecular tumbling in the cluster is not 
as easy as in the isolated gas phase, the resultant ion retains 
the same structural configuration of the neutral molecule as 
the sequence of the structure I.

Stability of tetramer ions. The stability of the 
tetramer ion has been studied by observing the electron im
pact energy dependence of the intensity of cluster ions. Fig
ure 2 shows the variation of the relative intensity of 
(C2H2F2)n+ (n=3, 4) to (C2H2F2)2+ cluster ions as a function 
of electron impact energy. The relative intensity is unity at 
39 eV and increases rapidly as energy decreases. This find
ing is more prominent in the tetramer ion. The average 
cluster size increases with decrease in electron impact en
ergy because of the less evaporation from the abundant
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Figure 3. The intensities of the fragment ions as a function of 
the electron impact energy in the dimer, M=C2H2F2.
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Figure 4. The intensity of the fragment ions as a function of the 
electron impact energy in the trimer and tetramer, M=C2H2F2.

cluster ion. As seen in Figure 2, the tetramer ion exhibits 
six folds higher intensity comparing with the dimer ion in 
lower energy range, owing to its particular stability. This is 
well demonstrated by the previous workers.1,4 They have 
suggested that the stability of the tetramer ion is related to 
the formation of cyclic ions with low ring strain energy that 
serves as an energy trap in reaction sequence, but they were 
not able to provide any experimental evidence of ring for
mation.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the intensity distributions of ma
jor 이uster ions, [(C2F2H2)flX]+ (X=C2H2F, CF, C2H,CH) of 
dimer, trimer, and tetramer, respectively. The peak in
tensities of these ions increase in the dimer with the elec
tron impact energy increase up to 70 eV. This tendency is 
explained by the reaction paths such as evaporation, frag
mentation and the intrachi아er ion/m이ecule reactions within 
the parent cluster ion [(C2F2H2)9+]*  with a large amount of 
excess energy. On the other hand, the energy dependence 
curves of the trimer and tetramer display the sharp max
imum intense peaks at about 50 eV. This implies that the 
fragmentation requires some fixed amount of additional en
ergies in the trimer and tetramer. This extra consumption of
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Figure 5. The stagnation pressure dependence of the (C2H2F2)„+ 
(n=2, 3, 4) at 70 eV impact energy.

fixed amount of energy for the fragmentation may be in
terpreted as the ring opening process from the cyclic ring 
conformations of these cluster ions. Since the successive 
evaporation and fragmentation may proceed further after the 
ring opening process, the number densities of major frag
ments show sudden decrease just after 50 eV and then re
main steady. The intensity distributions of these major ions 
as a function of electron impact energy are therefore con
sidered as a direct evidence of the ring structures of trimer 
and tetramer ions.

Stagnation pressure dependence. Figure 5 shows 
the stagnation pressure dependence of the intensity of the 
(C2H2F2)n+ (n=2-4) at 70 eV impact energy. The pressure de
pendences have shown that the slopes of the trimer and 
tetramer ions are almost equal while that of the dimer is 
two times larger. According to the scaling law,23 the diff
erence in the slope indicates that the dimer is not formed 
mai미y via a monomer evaporation from the trimer ion.

The base peak of the tetramer, the [《顼以公^사电厂 m/z드 

210 (n=2), is stronger than those of m/z=82 (n=0) and m/z= 
146 (n=l) peaks. The base peak can be formed either by 
나le loss of the C2H3F radical from (C2H2F2)4+ (m/z=256) or 
by the loss of C2H2F radical from [(C2H2F2)3C2HF2]+ (m/z= 
255). In order to obtain the information of the reaction path
ways further, we have measured the pressure dependence of 
ion intensities at electron impact energy of 70 eV and dis
played in Figure 6. The pressure dependence of [(C2H2F2)2 
C2HF3]+ has shown no correlation with [(C2H2F2)3C2HF2]+ 
(m/z=255) and has shown about the same dependency on 
(C2H2F2)4+ ions. This tendency indicates that the [(C2H2F2)2 
C2HF3]+ is produced by the loss of C2H2F radical from the 
(C2H2F2)4+.

Conclusion

The intra이uster ion/molecule reactions provide a feasible

Stagnation Pressure (atm)

Figure 6. The intensities of the [(CJLFJCHFJ*  (m/e=210), 
[(C2H2F2)3C2HF2]+ (m/e=255), and (C2H2F2)4+ (m/e=256) as a 
function of the stagnation pressure.

and valuable information for the understanding of the ionic 
polymerization mechanism. In the cationic polymerization 
processes we illustrate the F-shift reactions which lead to 
the energetically stable structure. The H-shift reactions, on 
the other hand, are found to be an energetically unstable 
process in 1,1-DFE clusters through the PM3 semi-em
pirical calculation. From the energy dependences on the 
fragmentation in the trimer and tetramer, we have proved 
the necessity of the additional energy. The additional en
ergy is required for the reopening of the cyclic parent 
molecules as the initial step of fragmentation. The structures 
of the trimer and tetramer ions are predicted to be the stable 
six membered ring conformation whose bulky substituents 
will be in the equatorial positions and the relatively smaller 
groups are found in the axial position. Since these con
formations have the steric hindrance of 1,3-axial sub
stituents, the fragmentation occurs in 1,3-axial positions at 
first. In the trimer and tetramer, the major fragment species 
are not methyl or substituted methyl groups but HF or F 
atom unlike the dimer. This demonstrates that the trimer 
and tetramer ions are in the sta미e six membered ring struc
ture.

The base peak of the tetramer, [(C2H2F2)CHF3]+ m/z=210, 
is produced by the loss of C2H3F radical from the parent 
tetramer molecule ions. This is interpreted as the variation 
of the intensity with stagnation pressure.
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Effect of a nonionic surfactant, Tween 20 on the adsorption and kinetic mechanism for the hydrolysis of a mi
crocrystalline cellulose, Avicel PH 101, by endoglucanase I (Endo I) and exoglucanase II (Exo II) isolated 
from Trichoderma viride were studied. The Langmuir isotherm parameters, amount of maximum adsorption 
(Anttlx) and adsorption equilibrium constant (Kad) for the adsorption, were obtained in the presence and the ab
sence of nonionic surfactant. On the addition of Tween 20, the Kad and Amax values of Exo II were decreased, 
while those of Endo I were not affected. These indicate that the adsorption affinity of Exo II on the cellulose 
is weakened by nonionic surfactant, and the surfactant enhanced desorption of Exo II from insoluble substrate. 
The enzymatic hydrolysis of the cellulose can be described by two parallel pseudo-first order reactions using 
the percentages of easily (CH) and hardly (Cft) hydrolyzable cellulose in Avicel PH 101 and associated rate con
stants (ka and 佑).The Ca value was increased by adding Tween 20 for all enzyme samples (Exo II, Endo I 
and their 1:1 mixture) implying that the low-ordered cry가alline fraction in the cellulose may be partly disp
ersed by surfactant. The ka value was not affect by adding Tween 20 for all enzyme samples (Exo II, Endo I 
and their 1:1 mixture). The kh value of Exo II was increased by adding Tween 20, while that of Endo I was 
not affected. This suggests that the surfactant helps the Exo II desorb from microcrystalline cellulose, and in
crease the hydrolysis rate. These results were show that the increase of hydrolysis of cellulose by the nonionic 
surfactant is due to both the activation of Exo II and partial defibrillation of the cellulose.

Introduction

The enzymatic degradation of cellulose is catalyzed by 
three classes of enzymes: endoglucanases, exoglucanases, 

and p-glucosidase working in a synergistic way.1,2 The mul
tiplicity of the cellulases, the structural complexity of cel
lulosic materials, and product inhibition cause the difficulty 
in the elucidation of the hydrolysis mechanism.

The adsorption of cellulase on the cellulose is very im
portant because adsorption is a prerequisite step in the en-


